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BISHOP DOUGLASS SCHOOL         JULY 2016 

 

 

Creative Arts Evening Mock EU referendum 

Sage Club Academic Conference Art exhibition 2016 

Another Successful Year at Bishop Douglass School! 
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Today Friday 24 June 2016, as I write, a major shift has just taken place in the life of our 

country! Much will be said and much will be written over the next days, weeks and months. 

Only the future will determine if the correct decision has been made.  We will all see…

LATER. 

 

Today is also graduation day for our Sixth Formers. Many are moving on to further education 

and some moving on into the work place. To all we can only say as we have said since Year 

7: the Bishop Douglass community will always be here for you when and should you need us. 

Of that you can be sure. I have watched many of you grow up here since year 7. Many of you have come in 

through the years and some have come for the Sixth Form. I know that “embracing” something new could have 

been harder for some but I firmly believe that all of you who “embraced the ethos” of our community will be all 

the richer for it.  

 

Over the past few weeks I have been floored by a nasty “virus” which has left me with little time to do anything 

but “think”. However, before the virus took hold I had been asked if I would conduct the funeral service of a 

young 19 year old: a former pupil of a local Catholic School! I said yes so when the time came one week ago 

today, I got out of my sick bed and went to New Southgate for the funeral. I had been in contact with the family a 

few times whilst preparing the service and was not surprised at the overwhelming outpouring of grief I 

encountered from the several hundred mourners. Many of the mourners were former classmates and school 

friends. The grief from the family was tangible. It was raw! Nineteen years old! He went to a club with friends 

doing “what everyone does”, or so I was told, and somewhere in the mix a tablet was taken – by the time the 

ambulance had arrived that heart, that 19 year old heart, stopped! With that heart stop so many other hearts were 

broken! There seems to be a notion: “It won’t happen to me!” that somehow takes hold of some people who think 

themselves immune. At the weekend there were reports of three twelve year olds being taken very ill with the 

same or similar “ecstasy” tablets.  As the old song asks: “When will they ever learn, when will they ever learn?”  

It’s a good question and I hope as we come to the end of the journey for our own 18/19 year olds here in Bishop 

Douglass that they will have “learned” to say no, to help each other see that there is another way to live and enjoy 

life.  

 

Last week at that funeral, there were so many tributes praising the gifts, talents and goodness of this young man, 

yet not one person had the courage to ask “why”?  Perhaps they did not need to ask the question because they 

knew the answer. My question is simply this: was it worth the price? A young life lost- and many other lives 

changed for ever.  Was it worth it? Drugs and drink, you know it makes sense.  School life teaches a way forward 

but the choice of direction belongs to each of us and I can only offer you the words of Robert Frost:  

I shall be telling this with a sigh 

Somewhere ages and ages hence: 

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— 

I took the one less travelled by, 

And that has made all the difference. 

 

May the roads you take make a difference, to you and with all those with whom you share the journey. 

Every blessing to you and yours, 

Fr. Kevin S.X. 
 

 

A Summer Message 
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I am very pleased with the progress that we are making at Bishop Douglass. We are 

on track to convert to an Academy and I hope to have some good news in September 

to hopefully coincide with some good news about our examination results.  Our year 

10, 11 and 6th form students have conducted themselves well during the examination 

season and in general have not left the examination hall too down-hearted.  

It has been a turbulent few weeks and given the result of our own EU referendum 

(76% remain) we were all a little shocked to find that the ‘leave vote’ had been in the 

majority.  We have taken the opportunity to reinforce the common interests we share 

in a rich multi-cultural community.  I fear that the turbulence may continue for some 

time, but the governors and I remain committed to ensuring that your children 

receive a high quality Catholic education. You will have been reassured by the 

Westminster Diocese Section 48, inspection of our teaching of RE and assessment of 

the Catholic Life of the School, our ‘outstanding’ judgement in all areas was 

testimony to the hard work of Ms Hajiantoni, Father Kevin Ryan and the team. 

Highlights of this term include a visit by Garden Baroness, who spoke to our sociology students about the 

politics of the British constitution.  Wider Horizon’s week passed off very successfully, with our young people 

enjoying a range of different activities or participating in national & international trips, my thanks to all the staff 

who gave up their time to take our pupils away.  

 

Our lower school pupils have also been taking exams; they are the guinea pigs that are facing a changing 

curriculum and more rigorous public exams.  I am delighted with progress so far and the conscientious way 

students have applied themselves.  I have asked teachers to ensure that holiday homework does not allow pupils 

to forget what they have learnt during the term.   

 

I am always saddened at this time of year to say goodbye to staff that are moving on to new posts and positions.  

Mr Templeton (Science) is moving to Scotland to be closer to family, Ms Brett (RE) is moving to a small 

Catholic school in Kensington for promotion, Mr Frempong (Maths) is emigrating to Canada and Ms Hanine 

(PE) is travelling to Dubai. Ms Goodman (Sociology) is leaving for a promotion in a 6th form post in Chingford 

and Mr Clare (Geography) is moving to St Ignatius College.  Ms McGrath (Food Technology) is moving to a 

school in Hertfordshire and our Art staff Ms Wertheimer and Ms Faik are moving to new posts outside London. 

Ms Jarjo (RE) is also moving schools.  

 

Can I thank you for your continued support over the school year and I wish you and your families a restful 

summer. Can I remind you that school starts back on Thursday 8th September for all year groups.  I look forward 

to seeing everyone, arriving punctually, smart in their uniform, with proper school shoes and appropriate haircuts 

(not coloured, lined or exaggerated).   

Headteacher Message 
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Welcome to the summer 2016 edition of The Douglass. As the year draws to a 

close, we can reflect upon all the initiatives that have taken place throughout 

the year. The early part of the term was spent thoroughly preparing students for 

their final GCSE and A level examinations. The lower school have also been 

academically challenged by the end of year exams that took place in June. We 

look forward to the August results days with eager anticipation and hope that 

our students have achieved to the best of their abilities. A level results day is on 

Thursday 18th August and GCSE results day is on Thursday 25th August. 

Students can collect their results on those days and enrol straight into the Sixth 

Form.  

 

As always, Bishop Douglass School has been swarming with activity and 

enterprise this term as you will read about over these pages. Some of my 

favourite moments were from Wider Horizons week, the week beginning 

Monday 27th June. The week saw several residential trips; activities on site and 

a discrete sixth form programme.  

 

Year 12 students have excitedly embarked upon their UCAS preparation and many of them have been writing 

their personal statements after having visiting Reading and Cambridge universities. We hope that our special 

Oxbridge and Russell Group programme will lead to more of our students pursuing courses at these prestigious 

universities in 2017.  

 

The year 11 and Sixth Form awards ceremonies also stole the show. How special to be able to celebrate the 

achievements of our young people. I was also particularly impressed with the Art Exhibition which took place in 

June. So much talent and creativity, it really was very inspiring. Some of our students’ work has been selected to 

be exhibited at The National Students Art Exhibition at the Mall Galleries London. This is to be highly 

commended and you will see the selected pieces within the magazine. They are superb!  
 

The mock EU referendum that was held in school on the same day as the real one was also a very encouraging 

experience, especially for our younger students who are currently unable to vote. We hope that this process has 

ignited a political interest in them and that they do exercise their democratic right to vote once it is time for them 

to do so. 

 

On Shakespeare day we celebrated 400 years of the Bard. Staff took the opportunity to dress up as characters 

from Shakespeare plays, let’s just say, there were a lot of witches in school that day (and I was amongst them!).  

 

I have just commented upon some of my most well remembered moments, but you will read about so much 

more over the coming pages. I hope you enjoy this edition of the Douglass. May I take this opportunity to say a 

massive thank-you to all the staff and students who have contributed to this edition. I hope staff and students 

alike have a restful summer break.  

 

Miss Wilkhu, 

Assistant Headteacher, 

Head of Sixth Form.  
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RE - Catholic Life of the School  

This year, as ever, the R.E department have been 

hard at work ensuring exam success. Saturday and 

holiday intervention have continued with great 

attendance for both KS4 and KS5 pupils. If history is 

to be repeated, this should translate into great exam 

success once again for our pupils. Our department’s 

hard work has paid off. The Section 48 inspection 

has declared us as ‘Outstanding’ across the board. It 

is great news for both the school and the department 

when an external body recognises and commends 

our hard work and dedication within the school to 

ensure the very best for our pupils.  

 

The following comes from the inspection report: 

 

 “The overall effectiveness of religious education 

in developing the students’ religious literacy is 

outstanding. Students benefit greatly from the 

rich,  well- considered curriculum that 

consistently reflects the Curriculum Directory. 

Each year, students’ work builds progressively so 

that by the end of Year 11, they achieve highly 

and even better than in other core areas. Students 

have bought into the school and departmental 

ethos in a whole-hearted way, deepening their 

understanding of the Catholic faith as well as 

demonstrating determined engagement in their 

learning. Outstandingly good teaching provided 

exceptionally well for the students’ personal and 

learning needs.” 

Beyond the classroom, pupils across all key stages 

have had the opportunity to explore their own faith 

and spirituality through retreats provided by both the 

R.E department and external Catholic agencies such 

as SPEC. These retreats have looked at a variety of 

facets such as Community, The Year of Mercy, and 

Personal Relationships. Our latest Year 9 retreats 

were enjoyed by both staff and students alike. Here 

is a reflection given by some year 9 pupils’ 

experience of their retreat.  

“Thursday 16th June was a gloomy, drizzly day but we 

did not allow that to dampen our mood. 9xy1 headed 

off to Provincial House in Mill Hill to begin the 

eagerly awaited retreat. As ever, we received a warm 

welcome from the housekeepers and some of the 

Sisters at the House. The retreat theme this year was 

more mature than last year’s, focusing on love and 

personal relationships. We were given the opportunity 

to reflect on our personal relationships, both good and 

bad. It gave us the opportunity to consider the roles we 

play in our different relationships and allowed us to 

discuss the positives and negatives of some 

relationships we have with others within our lives. 

There were many fun activities we played to help us 

understand the importance of relationships that we 

have in our lives. We would like to take this 

opportunity to thank Ms Hajiantoni and Madam Mealy 

for running the retreat and to the Sisters and 

Housekeepers for always making us feel incredibly 

welcome”. 

 

 

Contributions taken from James Warner 9F,  

Paul Hall 9C and Vhea Sobrevinas 9M.  
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Sixth Form News  

 

 

 

 

 

UCAS Preparation Day.  

 

As part of our progression programme, Year 12 students have started to plan their next steps beyond Bishop 

Douglass during the Wider Horizons week which was the week of Monday 27th June.  

 

On Wednesday 29th June sixth formers had a presentation guiding them through the university application process 

using the UCAS website. After they had seen the presentation, Kay Campbell from City University talked them 

through the advantages of going on to university and then gave invaluable advice on how to write their personal 

statements. The day before this, a speaker from ULAS introduced students to another excellent website to support 

them in applying to university. The ULAS online platform offers work experience opportunities and support with 

writing personal statements. 

 

The UCAS website also gives excellent advice to parents for them to understand and support their sons and 

daughters through what is a lengthy process.  By the time they return in September the students of the sixth form 

should have their personal statements ready to be scrutinised by their subject teachers and their five universities of 

choice ready for discussion with the sixth form staff team.  

 

We aim to have all the applications to Russell Group universities ready to be sent off before October half term 

then all other applications sent by the end of November. The sooner applications are sent off the sooner our 

students receive their offers from their chosen universities so we encourage them all to be early birds! 

 

Wider Horizons week—a student perspective: 

“The first event of the week consisted of the Barclays life skills talk; it was inspirational to many of the students in 

Year 12, as we were able to recognise the importance of organising and applying our skills effectively in society. 

We should always embrace our innate talents.  

 

The second day involved all sixth form students having a talk with a financial advisor and investment manager 

from a Hedge Fund Trust. Personally, in fact I can speak on behalf of our whole year, it was a very empowering 

opportunity. Students who may not feel academically strong were very inspired by the talk.  

 

Later on that day, we had a talk form a ULAS ambassador. She spoke of the importance of planning our university 

life, and organising how we will connect with others; this talk was completely useful for those who wanted to 

experience the realism of going to university”.  

 

            Jasmine Ebimomi 12W 
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Sixth Form News  

 

Year 12 Visit to Reading University 

As part of the preparation for their progression onto university, Year 12 students spent the day at Reading 

University on Thursday 30th June. Reading is a Campus university only thirty minutes from London by train. 

 

Students had an introduction to Reading University and attended talks in one of the lecture theatres on 

university life and how to apply through UCAS. At lunch we were particularly impressed with the range of 

food available in the university’s dining area. Food ranged from fish and chips, sandwiches and soup to stir fry, 

with healthy options always available! 

 

After lunch a tour of the campus took us to the five floor library - with, impressive soundproof pods for group 

work. We then visited the main lecture theatre - which also doubles up as a cinema. Reading University is like a 

self-contained town with everything a student could want, but with the town only 10 minutes away by bus. 

 

Many of our students have attended university taster courses at the colleges of London University but it was 

fascinating to see a campus university outside of London as it gave our students an idea that educational 

opportunities do exist beyond the city, really widening their horizons! 

Above: Reading student ambassadors giving talks to Bishop 

Douglass sixth formers. Right: Sixth formers focusing on a 

personal statement task in the Knight lecture hall.  
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Sixth Form Graduation 

Sixth Form Graduation – Friday 24th June. 

The Sixth Form awards ceremony and graduation took place on the evening of Friday 24th June. The 

celebration kicked off with an awards presentation held in the main school hall. Students were presented with 

academic awards, two from each course. Subject teachers nominated students who they felt had excelled in 

their areas over the past academic year. It was fantastic to see them being recognised and rewarded for their 

hard work and achievements. A further twelve awards were granted in categories such as progress, endeavour 

and loyalty to the school.  

 

Once the awards ceremony was over, it was time for staff and students to make their way down Il Funghetto 

restaurant for a dinner and dance. The sixth formers had really dressed for the occasion and have to be 

commended for how elegant and glamourous they all looked. Once dinner was over, the party began and 

students and staff hit the dance floor to celebrate the end of another challenging year. We now look ahead to 

the results in August with hope that all the hard work will be translated into another set of excellent exam 

results. We wish all our year 13 leavers the best of luck in their future endeavours and we will miss them! 

Mary Okpo 13S, Diana Samuels 13S and Blessing Tachie-

Menson 13C sang some amazing songs as part of the 

ceremony. They are very talented singers.  

Glass awards and certificates for our prize winners 

Sixth formers enjoying their three course meal 
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Sixth Form and the Community 

The Road to Rio Brazilian Tea Party  

 

The Sixth Formers did the school proud once again in organising a Brazilian tea party for elderly members 

of the local community on Tuesday 10th May. The event was organised in collaboration with Age UK with 

the idea being drawn from the 2016 Olympics to be held in Rio. The school hall was decked out with 

Brazilian flags, balloons and lanterns that represented the national colours of Brazil. The afternoon started 

with an hour long samba dance lesson which was followed by Brazilian refreshments and two games of 

bingo. Much fun was had by all involved, so much so that our elderly guests requested more events like 

this in future! 

Mount Carmel Year 10 Progression Evening  

Top left: Sixth Formers entertaining our guests. Top middle: Guests and sixth formers learning how to 

samba! Top right: guests focusing on a game of bingo with the hope of winning top prizes.  

On Tuesday 28th June, Bishop Douglass sixth 

form was invited to Mount Carmel girls school 

year 10 progression evening.  

 

Charles Tembo 12W, Natalie Kyereme 12M 

and Miss Wilkhu went along to market the Sixth 

Form as a high achieving and exciting option for 

the girls at Mount Carmel school.  

 

Charles and Natalie (pictured left) were 

outstanding ambassadors for the school on the 

evening. They answered all the questions that the 

girls and their parents asked about the Sixth Form 

with enthusiasm and pride.  
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Mock EU referendum  

On the 23rd June as the whole of the UK 

voted in the EU referendum, Bishop 

Douglass school held it’s own mock EU 

referendum. This was an excellent way to 

demonstrate our fundamental British values 

of democracy and individual liberty.  As a 

school, we voted 76% to remain. This 

broadly mirrors how the London Borough of 

Barnet voted overall. See below for what 

one of our sixth formers had to say about the 

process. 

“The EU Referendum has been  heavily debated 

throughout the country, as well as in  schools. As a 

collective and informed school, the sixth form took the 

school EU referendum as a way of illustrating 

democracy and British values. The students vastly 

enjoyed it. We felt that it was truly heart felt that the 

school was showing passion for the current affairs in 

our country.  

 

We know that the EU Referendum results show that 

the country has voted to leave the EU. Regardless of 

how people personally feel, I feel it will have a  

massive effect on the country economically and this 

will affect us youngsters more because we are the 

future”.  Jasmine Ebimomi 12W. 

J

a

s
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Wider Horizons 

Friday 1st July saw the close of what had been another successful Wider Horizons week! Year 7, 8 & 9 had their 

usual timetable collapsed to embark on a project or residential activity that would enable them to explore life 

beyond the curriculum. 

 

Preparations for the week began back in September 2015 with the sourcing of two residential trips, one to 

Amsterdam and another to PGL's centre in Osmington Bay. From scaling the heights of the high ropes to high 

culture museums, opportunities were provided for all to learn more about themselves and the world that they live 

in - all of those who attended the trips had a great time and came back wondering where the next adventure 

would take them! 

 

Back at BD base, 10 groups embarked on a variety of activities from designing Samba Carnival headdresses to 

dissecting hearts; capturing nature at its best on film to recreating the flavours of the world; discovering what 

makes Britain great to considering who and what motivates us in our lives. The projects were broad and 

engaging and provided opportunities for all in a unique and enlightening way.  

 

The week culminated in a celebration event that saw the groups share what they had achieved through well 

prepared presentations that captured the best of the week. It was clear that the students and staff had worked 

really hard and had a thoroughly good time! 

 

Well done to the students who represented themselves so well throughout the week. The school received a 

number of emails from members of the public commenting on how impressed they were with the staff and 

students that they had met on tubes or in the various places of interest that we visited. It takes a lot of effort for 

someone to take the time to find out the school name, a contact email address and to bother to send in a 

compliment - that fact that we received so many is a testament to our students and the way that they conducted 

themselves.  

 

Finally, a huge thanks needs to be offered to the staff who worked so hard over the past months to prepare for 

the week. Without your dedication and enthusiasm, we would not have enjoyed the successes that we did - thank 

you! I can't wait to see what you plan to do next year......! 

Mrs Nelson.  

Year 7 students went to see the changing of the 

guards at Buckingham Palace. The multicultural food group getting stuck in! 
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Wider Horizons - Amsterdam 

Accompanied by Ms Torpos, Mrs Chaganti, Mr Clare, 

Mr Sozzi and Ms Prina, 41 very excited Year 8 and 

Year 9 students headed to Amsterdam for Wider 

Horizons 2016! 

 

The group – an eclectic mix of students – were keen 

to explore this iconic Dutch city. Many had heard of 

its famous crepes and waffles and all were familiar 

with some of its most famous sites – Anne Frank’s 

house and the beautiful Amstel river. 

 

The busiest and most enriching day on the trip was the 

Tuesday when we packed in The Van Gogh museum 

and Anne Frank’s house. Students, many of whom 

had already studied Van Gogh’s famous painting 

“The Potato Eaters” in their English descriptive 

writing unit, were divided between those who loved 

his work and those who didn’t! However, without a 

doubt, the most humbling part of the day was the visit 

to the house where Anne Frank and her family had 

been in hiding during the Nazi occupation. Our visit 

to this house was suitably solemn – all students 

noticed the darkness and silence of this place – an 

apposite tribute to now immortalised young girl who 

lived there and was destined to die in Auschwitz 

before her 16th birthday. 

After that earnest visit, we headed outside into the 

sunshine, grateful for our own lives, and took a cruise 

along the Amstel River learning the fascinating 

history of this important city. Students marvelled at 

the abundance of cyclists travelling all around the city 

and were impressed to learn that this was the main 

mode of transport in the Netherlands. 

 

 

 

Without a doubt, the most awaited part of the trip 

was the day spent in Efteling theme park! Students 

had a wonderful day here – taking advantage of their 

freedom and expending lots of energy on water rides, 

rollercoasters and a variety of other weird and 

wonderful paraphernalia!  

 

All in all, a wonderful trip was enjoyed by all. 

Students were suitably enriched by their experiences  

and teachers were incredibly impressed by the 

conduct and compliance of the students. They were a 

pleasure to take away! 
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Year 7 Wider Horizons 

The Changing of the Guards – Buckingham Palace 

 

On Wednesday, the third day of Bishop Douglass ‘Wider Horizons Week, four groups of year 7 students visited 

Buckingham Palace. They attended the palace to view the Changing of the Guards. The students were ecstatic to 

know that Her Majesty the Queen was present in the palace at the time. They knew this because the flag flying 

above the palace, called the Royal Standard, showed that the sovereign was present.  

 

Some students recalled seeing a silhouette of HM behind her intricate-detailed curtains. One said, “I saw the 

queen wave for roughly ten seconds, then her silhouette slowly drifted away after a time.” 

 

There were so many guards and they played instruments very loudly, like they were announcing a special 

occasion. There were horses, some black, some brown and a couple that were white. Excited children, even 

adults, stretched out their hands to stroke the majestic horses that galloped along with dignity and looked clothed 

with honour and strength. I personally thought it was such a great experience and it opened my eyes to see what 

happens so often at Buckingham Palace and how amazing the whole event is. By Chinika MacCarthy 7C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hampstead Heath 
On Tuesday, during Wider Horizons week, year 7 went to Hampstead Heath and it was so fun! We played 

football, we had lunch and we all played rounders together. Unfortunately,  we had to walk all the way there and 

back which took an hour each way! However, the trek was worth it for the beautiful views over London. 

 

           By Arshia  Sadighnoohi 7F 

  

The Phoenix Cinema 
On Friday 30th June, year 7 went to the Phoenix cinema in East Finchley. When we got to the cinema, we had 

popcorn and a drink and we watched 'Space Jam' which was very entertaining. When we arrived back at school, 

we had an indoor barbeque due to the rain with year 8s and 9s too. We were dismissed at exactly 2pm to recover 

from our busy week exploring London!  

 

          By Pruthuvi Ranasinghe Arachchige 7W 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwibwridv97NAhXLAsAKHSs0B-UQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Flondonnw3.webs.com%2Fhampstead&psig=AFQjCNEDSZ5-5812vj0tsYbfWV2-bgrzdA&ust=1467882488047656
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Wider Horizons 

Multicultural Food – Wider Horizons 2016 

London is the culinary capital of the world.  The purpose of the week, organised by Ms McGrath, was to discover 

multiculturalism whilst raising awareness of food provenance.  On Monday we explored the history of East End 

French and Jewish immigration and their influences on food.  We tucked into salt beef and smoked salmon bagels 

after walking down Brick Lane, known as London’s ‘curry mile’.  Here we feasted on authentic samosas. 

 

Tuesday involved us recreating some of the delights from the day before.  We developed cooking skills for life 

whilst again feeding our eyes and our stomachs.  This was one of the best parts of the week, especially when we 

sat down as a group and ate our meals together. 

 

After making a full English breakfast and American pancakes for breakfast on Wednesday, the group took a trip 

to Camden.  The manager of one of the stalls, Mamas Jerk Station, gave us a cooking demonstration and talked us 

through the increasing popularity of Jamaican food in British culture.  This was the highlight for most of us, 

although Maria was very excited when she found a Colombian food stall.  After arriving from Colombia two 

years ago, she has struggled to find authentic food from her culture.  This was shared by all. 

 

The final day of adventure took us to Borough Market to discover British food and produce and understand the 

impact of food production on the environment.  Miss Goodman ate oysters which most of us had never seen 

before.  The market manager gave us a tour and taught us that in Britain we have no dish that is our own.  Most 

ingredients have been brought to the country either currently or historically. 

 

The week was both educational, opening our eyes to so much that London has to offer, and action-packed at the 

same time.  Thank you to the teachers who came with us. By Dimitra Klemou 8O, Jorja Harris-Noonan 8C, 

Jasroop Sandhu 9F,Maria Zapata Hernandez 9C.  
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Year 11 Prom 

On Tuesday 5th July the event of the year happened for Bishop Douglass year 11 students. Five years have passed 

by and in walked the glamorous and striking young teenagers. The talented and unrecognisable students glowed 

as they entered the hall. All had grins etched on their faces. When they took their seats, Rika Murahira 11W 

displayed her outstanding musical talents which captivated the audience. Then Mr. Tissot extended his 

congratulations to the year group for their outstanding application to learning and service to others. When we 

were all seated, we all had the opportunity to witness the achievements of the year 11 students - first 

hand.  Members from each form group were given recognition for their efforts and attainment in a variety of 

subjects.  

 

The awards celebration moved on to students giving thanks to their form tutors with moving speeches which had 

been carefully crafted for effect. The person deserving of the most praise for organising the whole event was 

Madam Hanine. Rochelle Gordon-Blake 11W thoughtfully praised her Head of Year for all her dedication in 

ensuring pupils exceeded their target grades. The ceremony ended with our own 'Girl Band' who put their 

own twist on a popular modern song. Their talents shone throughout this event!  

 

Once the event in the hall had ended, students were transported to the boat by coach, where they continued to 

celebrate their success. They were jubilant and enthusiastic, in particular, when the music began to play and the 

students began to dance to a number of hits, including  those from 'One Direction.' 

 

 Overall, this event was hugely successful! A special thanks to: Madam Evans and Madam Motisi for the 

wonderful food; Madam Barker and Mr Toal for the organisation; Madam Mc Lean-Boyd; Father Kevin; Madam 

Leen; Madam Prina; Madam Rothwell; Madam Akinrinlola; Madam Gant; Mr Tissot and Foundation Governor 

Mr Murphy for their part in the ceremony.  

Year 11 students looking very smart and glamourous.  
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Creative Arts Evening 

Creative Arts Evening 

23 June 2016 

 

This term saw Bishop Douglass School host its inaugural Creative Arts Evening. Taking place in the main hall, the 

evening gave parents and students the opportunity to enjoy performances from the English, Drama and Music 

departments. This was set against the back drop of the GCSE and A Level Art Exhibition which saw the Art 

Department showcase the outstanding work produced by students throughout the year. 

 

The evening opened with a fine display of musicianship, the piano recital. This was followed by an expressive and 

poignant recital of one of Britain’s most well-known poems, ‘If’ by Rudyard Kipling. The first half of the concert 

concluded with a collection of live bands that performed tracks originally by artists such as Michael Jackson, Daft 

Punk and Brenda Russell. After a brief pause for guests to top up their glasses the concert reconvened with the 

Bishop Douglass String Ensemble who performed two pieces displaying class and precision in their performance. 

The Tree by Paul King is a play based on the fable of a tree that holds up the sky. However, in this re-working of 

the original story the tree is under threat and must be protected. The play was expertly performed by the Bishop 

Douglass Drama Club. The evening concluded with a spirited and lively Gospel Choir set which had students, 

parents and the odd teacher clapping and dancing along! 

 

The event was in aid of the St Vincent de Paul charity which the school is supporting as its main charity this term. 

The event, on the night raised over £100. A HUGE thank you goes to all the students who performed and 

supported the event! 

The performers on the night.  Chinika MacCarthy 7C, Melissa Costa Colubali 9C, 

Shania Gordon 8F, Emmanuel Fayemiwo 8C, 

Xenia James 9F and Jessica Margoi 9C.  
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Highly Able 

As part of the school’s commitment to ensuring that its most able students are challenged to achieve as highly as 

possible, Bishop Douglass School has run an extended essay-writing club for our most able students.  The Sage 

Club (‘sage’ coming from the Greek sophos meaning someone who possesses wisdom) takes the format of two 

sessions within a subject run by an experienced member of staff, extended research homework on the topic, and 

then a final hour where students will produce an essay in response to the question set. Students’ work is marked 

and feedback given to ensure that students’ thinking has been challenged and celebrated.  

 

Here is an example of an excellent Sage Club essay: 

 

 

There is one main environmental issue we are facing today- global warming. There are many debates about the 

cause of this. There are four different opinions about whether or not humans should save the environment. These 

opinions are based on: conservationism, libertarianism, the Gaia hypothesis and religious (Christian) views. 

Conservationism is the idea that the environment was created for humans and humans needn’t worry about it. 

This conservationism (shallow ecology) also contains the belief that everything happens for humans. Therefore, 

a conservationist might seem self- centred. A conservationist would say that we don’t have an obligation to save 

the environment but only to save ourselves. 

 

Libertarianism, however, is the belief that all living organisms have a purpose in life. This is called intrinsic val-

ue. A liberation (for example: Aarne Naess) would be completely against the belief of a conservationist. In deep 

ecology, someone would believe that we should have an obligation to save our environment because we are all 

meaningful in life. 

 

The Gaia Hypothesis is a belief by James Lovelock. He believes that even when humanity is abolished, Earth 

(Gaia) will still exist. Someone who believes in this hypothesis would say that we should destroy the Earth even 

more so that it can ‘practise’ evolving itself. Therefore, the belief of the Gaia hypothesis is that we should not 

have an obligation to save the environment because it will save itself. 

 

In contrast, the religious (Christian) views show that God gave us dominion and stewardship.  “The LORD God 

took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it”, (Genesis 2:15); God gave Adam 

and Eve a garden to take care of as well as to rule over. This is what we call dominion. God also gave humans 

stewardship; this is the idea that God gave us the power to use the earth’s resources as long as we take care of it 

as well. So a Christian may believe that we have an obligation to save the environment because God gave us 

stewardship and dominion. Earlier this year, the Pope wrote a letter about the environment and climate change. 

He said that something had to be done because if the environment dies, we die with it. 

 

In conclusion, I agree with the Christian view that we have an obligation to save the environment because we 

have stewardship. Conservationism, libertarianism, the Gaia hypothesis and religious views all have contrasting 

views about whether or to we have an obligation to save the environment. I agree with the religious views the 

most.  

           Elisha Chan 8C 

Do we have an obligation to save our environment?  
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Highly Able 

Cambridge University Open Day 

On July 1st, 12 students from Year 12 travelled with 

Mr Burt and Mr Harris to Cambridge for the 

university open day.  The students explored the 

various colleges of Cambridge as well as being shown 

around the departments that they are interested in.  

They were given advice on entry requirements, how 

to go about applying for Oxford and Cambridge and 

what life would be like at a Russell Group university. 

This is what two of our sixth formers had to say about 

the trip: 

“I found the Cambridge trip to be very informative in 

terms of a highly credited Russell Group university. I 

was able to look deeper into the course I believed I 

was interested in studying and could ask questions 

about it, finding out the information that I was 

lacking. I was also able to take a tour of one of the 

main campus accommodation buildings. This was 

insightful as it allowed me to see for the first time 

what a college looked like and if I choose to go to an 

on-campus accommodation university, how I would 

be living. I found this to be very beneficial as I have 

not decided on whether to live on or off of campus yet. 

I was also able to attend course introduction lectures 

and learn more about what would be included in the 

syllabus. Overall, the day was advantageous and 

helped my largely” Emily Hopwood 12A 

 

 “Going to Cambridge was an enlightening 

experience as I got to see the expectations of going to 

such a prestigious university. Throughout the day, I 

attended tours and lectures. In particular, the History 

lecture left me feeling daunted as I did not realise how 

big the campus was as well as the amount of colleges 

that they have on sight. The trip made me more aware 

of the expectations I should have of myself and has 

made me want to strive for the top grades”.  

Laura Capitelli 12A 

Sage Club Academic Conference 

Sage Club is a group for Year 8-11 Highly Able 

students to expand their thinking and practice 

extended writing.  Around thirty students have taken 

part this year, writing essays on topics ranging from 

migrant populations in South America to global 

warming, all along the theme of Changing 

Environments.  On Wednesday 6th July, the school 

hosted an academic conference to show off some of 

the work that has been completed over the course of 

the year.  It was attended by parents, staff and 

students from year groups 7-10.  Nitara Wijayatilake 

10C and Teresa Monteforte 10F were given an 

award for the best essay, entitled ‘What defines the 

identity of Italian and Tamil migrant communities?’ 

and Elisha Chan 8C was commended for her 

attendance over the whole year.  

 

Brilliant Club  

In May the year nine Brilliant Club enjoyed a trip to 

the University of East Anglia to take part in the 

graduation ceremony for this year’s cohort. This was 

a culmination of the research they had completed in 

the field of biosciences. They attended two 

informative lectures, one on study skills and the other 

in surviving university life and all its challenges. 

 

A wonderful time was had by all; getting a feel for 

life on campus and all the facilities and experiences it 

can offer. 

 

They then received their awards for the projects they 

had completed over the previous six weeks.  This 

year’s group far exceeded the results of all previous 

years. 

 

The science department would like to thank Jakub 

Niemiec, one of our student ambassadors, for his 

support, giving up his Saturday for the benefit of our 

students.   

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjXwNfM3N7NAhUsDsAKHaJmCVQQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.crim.cam.ac.uk%2F&bvm=bv.126130881,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNFarOBY8SEOj03DKAKABLCVzx5XGA&ust=1467890359348943
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Careers 

As part of Bishop Douglass’ weekly careers programme, Mr Andy Rubin CEO of Pentland Brands Limited was 

invited to come along and share his social mobility story on Thursday 14 April 2016. 

 

Discussing the capricious and thrilling modern business world, visiting speaker Andy Rubin spoke to students 

about his experience running a billion pound enterprise.  Pentland Brands Limited is based in East Finchley and 

produces sportswear that is sold globally. Their success has taken them to the Olympics, with 94% of all medal 

winners in the 2012 Olympic Games, wearing Pentland’s flagship Speedo swim suits. 

 

The family company has its roots in early 1930’s Liverpool, when Mr Rubin’s grandfather established The 

Liverpool Shoe Company after settling in the UK as a refugee from Eastern Europe. Through the 40’s & 50’s, Mr 

Rubin’s father and grandfather grew the business until it opened for public trading in 1963 and changed its name 

of Pentland. Despite this, the company has remained a family business and many members of the founding family 

have worked at the firm. 

 

Mr Rubin told students of how he grew up inspired to get into business and to join the family company. After 

studying Law at the University of Cambridge, he travelled through Asia where he experienced various production 

processes, learning how to manufacture clothing and footwear. Mr Rubin went on to study at Harvard Business 

School where he picked up the technical aspects of business management that would allow him to understand the 

world of business and finance. 

 

“Globalisation and economic growth in emerging markets has increased competition and Pentland has had to 

continue adapting to stay in business,” explained Andy Rubin. As a business director, he says he must plan 

prudently for the ever more volatile and uncertain future. Students were intrigued by Mr Rubin’s analysis of the 

changing share of global economic dominance: this century will see many emerging markets such as China and 

India rise above current economic powers such as the USA and Britain. Mr Rubin outlined how companies will 

have to adapt to such long-term changes and develop products for people in those emerging nations. 

 

Mr Rubin believes that having an engaging, comfortable and stimulating work environment aids people in 

working at their full potential. Pentland’s offices in East Finchley have been awarded one of the top 10 Best 

Workplaces in the UK by the Great Place to Work Institute. Employees enjoy a variety of benefits, including a 

company restaurant, a gymnasium & tennis courts. 

 

The Rubin family has persevered and propelled themselves to success, but it wasn’t without difficulty. The 

company’s story & the Rubin family’s persistence over many years have gained them their success. Their story 

has given the students at Bishop Douglass School an insight into the opportunities & challenges that lay ahead in 

the business world. It has hopefully broadened their perspective of the world and strengthened their vision for 

where they want to fit within it.  

 

Mr Rubin offered two of our students' a fantastic opportunity to complete a work experience placement at the 

Headquarters of Pentland Brands Limited this Summer and congratulations go to Charlotte Moore 12A and 

Negar Monem 12M who earned the placements.   
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Careers 

Army Careers Event 

On Friday 10th June as part of our careers programme, the whole of Year 9 took part in an army careers event 

during modules one and two.  Six staff members from different ranks within the Army came to deliver five 

different sessions to year 9 pupils in order to develop their understanding of the many different careers that are 

available within the Army.  

 

The day started with a general presentation specifically about the different types of careers within the Army and 

gave pupils an opportunity to ask lots of different questions about routes into the various careers, entry 

qualifications, career progression, training and rates of pay.   

 

Various activities followed. A team building exercise saw pupils building structures using wooden building 

blocks - a real test of listening skills.   A detonation session got pupils very excited as they were given the 

opportunity to build a device and then fire it. Another session saw pupils running backwards and forwards 

working in groups to gather as many pairs as they possibly could. This was followed by a challenging sorting 

activity, which put the pupils under pressure to work effectively as a team with very little time.  Finally pupils had 

the opportunity to work in teams to build the tallest tower using just newspaper and cello tape.  

 

The Army commented on how creative the students were, wrapping themselves in newspaper and then creating 

lances to make the tallest towers that they had ever seen at this type of careers event.   The pupils thoroughly 

enjoyed the event and learned a great deal about just how many different careers there are available in the Army 

and also that there are plenty of jobs for the girls too!  

 

 We would like to thank the Army recruits for taking the time to come in and work with our pupils and look 

forward to arranging a similar event for our Year 10 pupils in the very near future.                     Miss Townsend 
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Chess 

Losing a game of chess may not hurt physically but it can be bruising on the ego. The players who pick 

themselves up, brush themselves down, and try again, make a chess tournament.  For pupils in secondary schools 

this can be a hard thing to do. 

 

This year the School Tournament took place on Fridays after school during the Spring Term 2016. Those who 

took part resisted the temptation to make a dash for home at the end of the week. In the early rounds many players 

were enticed by the prospect of the prize of cinema tickets at Finchley Vue for the School Champion. 24 pupils 

played in rounds one and two. 16 players were still playing in round 3 and 12 of these played in rounds 4 and 5 as 

well. We had some difficulty pairing pupils for the final 2 rounds since coursework, revision and mock exams 

were an obvious priority for our pupils.  

 

We are pleased to announce that our school chess champion for 2016 was James Warner (9F) who won 6 of his 

7 games losing only to our 2015 school chess champion Bobby Chikhavu (13L) in his round 6 game.  

Results Table for those playing 4 or more rounds: 

First Name Surname Form Section Played Won 

Total 

Points 

James WARNER 9 Fisher U14B 7 6 19 

Andrii KOYSA 12 More U18B 7 4 15 

Ravidu GALAPPATHTHIE 12 More N/A 5 4 13 

Bobby CHIKAVHU 13 Line U18B 5 4 13 

Lucas KNIGHT 9 Fisher U14B 6 3 13 

Austin KNIGHT 11 Fisher U16B 6 3 13 

Daman SAWHNEY 9 Fisher U14B 6 3 12 

Martynas SIURAITIS 9 Fisher U14B 6 2 11 

Nikolas PATA 11 Fisher U16B 4 3 10 

Arian AHMADI 10 Campion U15B 5 2 10 

Daniel 

MARBOTH-

KOCHAK 10 More U15B 5 1 10 

Yetis GOKSAL 11 Campion U16B 5 2 9 

Yalan ROSA 12 Ward U17B 4 2 8 

Piyath WIJENAYAKE 10 Owen U15B 4 2 8 

Isaac ABDULAHI 10 Campion U15B 5 1 7 

Yosef KADRI 10 Owen U15B 4 0 4 
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Chess 

James and Andrii were the only 2 of 7 qualifying students who chose to go to the North Middlesex Megafinal this 

year and both enjoyed the day. Sadly, neither James nor Andrii were able to progress to the Gigafinal this year 

however, James came very close scoring 3.5 out of 6. James has since begun to attend a local chess club (Barnet 

Knights) where he has been getting coaching and tough games against some of the same players he met at the 

Megafinal. The Bishop Douglass Chess Club and the School Tournament will run again next year. Watch for 

further updates in the parents’ newsletter. 
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Year 10 Work Experience 

 

This year our pupils were placed in a variety of businesses: including nurseries; retail; a children’s farm; 

accountants; publishers; offices and supermarkets.    Work experience gave them an insight into the world of 

work and the opportunity to learn new skills.  We have had tremendous reports from employers who were very 

impressed with the way our pupils handled themselves in the workplace.  They all did a WONDERFUL job of 

representing themselves and the School.  So many of them received excellent reports, it is impossible to mention 

them all - they all deserve great congratulations on successfully completing their work experience.   

Here are a few of the excellent reports received, but by no means all:   

 

 CAMILO HENAO-PARDO – FOX ASSOCIATES Accountants “Camilo impressed us 

greatly with his Excel skills and work ethic.  He was working on financial analysis and we found 

him to be better than some AAT university students we have had in the past.  In fact, we have 

invited back for paid work during the summer.  He   is a great student and a credit to your 

School.”    Ms Laimable, Accountant Manager 

PIYATH WIJENAYAKE – News UK & Ireland Ltd 

“Piyath has been a pleasure to work with.  He has demonstrated willingness and maturity.  He 

spotted errors that were missed by others.  He will be an asset to any future employer. ” Mr 

Moore, Manager 

NITARA WIJAYATILAKE – Working Partners Publishers 

“Nitara was enthusiastic and contributed well to brainstorming sessions.  Her editorial skills 

have been impressive and she has shown great enthusiasm.  The creativity and attention to 

detail have been fantastic.”   Mr Nettleton, Publishing Editor 

KONSTANTINOS KOUTSOVOVOULOS – ABS Europe Ltd [Shipping Services] 

“A smart, intelligent young man.  He worked in various departments and all feedback was 

excellent. I would have no hesitation in employing him on my team.  I would recommend 

him to any employer. “    Mrs Borthwick, European Credit Manager 

BEATRIZ MACHADO – Friend in Need Day Centre  “Beatriz has blossomed over the 

week.  She has helped out in all aspects, joined in activities, as well as introducing musical 

activities for the members.  She has fitted in well and made a great contribution.  We would 

be delighted to have her back as a Saturday volunteer.”  Amanda, Centre Manager 

DYLAN MITCHELL – St Michael’s Youth Project 

“Dylan has shown great understanding.  He is very positive, enthusiastic and passionate 

about the work he has been doing.  He is focussed and works well independently and with 

others.  He is eloquent and has been promoting the Project well within the community.”  

Mr McKay, Project Co-ordinator 

ELIZABETH SALAWU-ERIH  – Mama Calabar Restaurant 

“Elizabeth has picked up practical skills and theoretical understanding.  She learns 

quickly and answers questions confidently.  She has worked well and has been offered 

part-time work, if she wants it.  It has been a very positive experience.”  Ms Duke, 

Proprietor/Manager  WELL DONE TO YOU ALL YEAR 10! 

Mrs J Nelson Assistant Headteacher and Head of Year 10 
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Art and Design 

The Annual Bishop Douglass Art Exhibition 2016 was a spectacle of colour, pattern and observation. The 

work displayed showcased a plethora of skills and artistic processes from Year 7 Giacometti animals to Year 

13 large scale acrylic paintings. The dedication and total commitment of the students within the Art 

department was truly expressed through the art that they have worked so hard to create and it is a testimony 

to their efforts that the dance studio was once more a vibrant palette of exuberance. Many thanks to all the 

staff and students who assisted in the curation of the exhibition.  

These are just some of the examples of excellent art 

work on display in the dance studio from June-

July.   
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Art and Design 

This year ten students were entered into the National Students Art Exhibition 2016. The following students 

work was selected to be exhibited at The National Students Art Exhibition at Mall Galleries London from 

Tuesday 5th July- Saturday 9th July: Wiktoria Kozlowska 12A, Deisy Rojas Arango 13L, Kevin Walsh 

13L and Montanna Japaul 13L .  

 

The following students' work was highly commended: April Abad 11M , Tomasz Dusanek 11C, Rika 

Murahira 11W, Aikaterini Pitsi 12A, Mayesha Choudhury 13S and Viviana Ferreira-Santos 13O. 

Congratulations to all the students involved for producing breath-taking work of the very highest standard 

Deisy Rojas Arango 13L 

Hidden Identity  

Wiktoria Kozlowska 12A 

Kaleidoscope 

Kevin Walsh 13C 

Casey 

Montanna Japaul 13L 

Angelina Print 
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 Business Studies and Economics 

The Year 10 GCSE Business Studies class are going to be participating in the ‘School Enterprise Challenge 

2016’. This is an international awards programme for schools around the world with up to £50,000 in prizes 

available for the most entrepreneurial schools, teachers and students. The programme is designed to guide and 

support the students to enable them to plan and set up real school businesses. By being involved in the challenge, 

the students will develop essential skills both in entrepreneurship and business in a practical, fun and innovative 

way. These attributes will be beneficial in both their school and future working life.  

 

Britain is facing a McVitie’s biscuit shortage! 

 

As a result of the December flooding, one of the country's largest biscuit factories is still struggling to reopen full 

production of Britain's beloved biscuits. Using their economic knowledge Cormac Caswell 12W and Stephanie 

Sousa 12A analysed the situation and established that this prolonged halt in McVitie’s biscuit production is 

likely to decrease the national McVitie’s biscuit supply. This in turn is likely to increase the prices of McVitie’s 

biscuits as producers seek to recover some of their increased production costs. 

 

In Economics, we call such events like this ‘supply shocks’ i.e. an unanticipated change in the supply of a 

particular good or service. For small producers, supply shocks can force them to permanently leave the market as 

they may be unlikely to sustain prolonged loss in profits. Thus using basic economics, Year 12 students were 

able to explain why you may be struggling to find packs of your favourite custard creams and ginger nuts in your 

local supermarkets! 
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Drama 

Drama Club Go Tribal!  
This term, Year 7 and 8 Drama Club have been 

preparing for their performance at The Creative Arts 

Evening. They performed a play called ‘The Tree’ 

written by  Paul King. A story surrounding a 

community of people who live in the heart of a forest. 

They believe that a sacred tree holds up the sky. ‘The 

Tree’ is a parable about climate change.  Within the 

play, the group performed an epic slow motion fight 

scene, which wowed the audience and teachers! A 

huge congratulations to Drama Club and their excellent 

performance at The Creative Arts Festival. 

Theatre Trip 
 
The Year 10’s ventured to St James Theatre this term 

to see the performance of ‘My Mother Said I Never 

Should’ by Charlotte Keatley. The play explored 

relationships between daughters and mothers, 

highlighting the consequences of breaking the bond 

of motherhood. The play focused on the choices we 

make  and how it is never too late. The year 10’s 

really enjoyed their day out to the theatre and are 

eagerly awaiting their next trip to see ‘Frantic 

Assembly: Things I Know to be True’ in September. 
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Drama 

Performers of the Term! 
This term we have seen the rise of many fantastic 

performers in the drama department. Due to their 

outstanding effort, skill and enthusiasm the 

following students have been selected as ‘Performer 

of the Term’.  

 

Arshia Sadighnoohi in Year 7 

Juliet Pareja Ramirez in Year 8  

Lucas Knight in Year 9  

Imisi Peletu in Year 10  

Zhi Yang in Drama Club 

 

A huge congratulations to all of them for their hard 

work and success. 
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 English 

In the Footsteps of Thomas Hardy – Our Dorset Adventure…. 
 

On the final day of the Spring term, all 20 of the A-level English students, accompanied by the dream-team of 

teachers (Mr Adjei, Mr Hadjiasava, Mrs Grounds, and Ms Prina) set out for sunny Dorset! The destination was 

Lulworth Cove and the intention was to explore Thomas Hardy’s incredible “Wessex” landscape, his muse when 

writing “Tess of the D’Urbervilles” – a seminal A-level text. 

 

On the afternoon of our arrival in Dorset, we visited the National Trust landmark “Hardy’s cottage”. This 

charming, quaint cottage – accessible only through old English woodland, was Hardy’s home for many years. 

Students marvelled at how charming and picturesque the cottage was and an expert guide gave us a very 

insightful talk, explaining Hardy’s youth and upbringing, and giving us a powerful insight into what life would 

have been like for him in rural Dorset in the Victorian period. Jowita Maniak 13O proclaimed that she would 

like to live in this picturesque delight! 

(National Trust: Hardy’s cottage) 

Of course, a visit to Dorset would not be complete 

without time spent on one of the beaches of the 

beautiful Jurassic Coast. On the morning of Good 

Friday, the sun shone bright and we were fortunate 

enough to be able to while away a couple of hours 

on Lulworth Cove. Students really enjoyed the 

experience of skimming stones into the sea and 

simply enjoying the fresh air of this beautiful part of 

the South West. They were able to recharge their 

batteries after a long and exhausting term, and think 

about the challenging weeks that lay ahead of them. 

This moment of respite was appreciated by all. 

The beautiful beach at Lulworth Cove 

As it was Good Friday, Mr Hadjiasava obligingly 

escorted the group to a special mass in the nearby 

town of Dorchester – (the town where Hardy 

settled in later life), before our drive back to 

London on Friday afternoon. 

 

A wonderful and enriching time was had by all! 
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 English 

400 Years of Shakespeare! 
 

Shakespeare's 400th year has prompted much celebration all around the UK.  It is unanimously agreed that we 

must never forget our most important literary genius! With this in mind, at Bishop Douglass, the homage on the 

great man’s birthday and 400th anniversary of his death – 23rd April—was made in our favourite way: with 

teachers dressing as Shakespearean characters!  There were witches to represent Macbeth, a great and noble 

warrior (Othello),  fairies,  knights,  donkeys,  kings and queens! 

 

 In addition to this spectacle,  there were competitions and quizzes.  Year 10 students wrote blog entries on 

whether Shakespeare is still relevant in the 21st century.   

 

 Another event that was organised to commemorate this most important of writers,  was a Year 9 workshop run 

by a RADA alumni,  on Romeo and Juliet.  This was an interactive and enjoyable workshop for selected Year 9 

students who had shown enthusiasm for the study of Shakespeare. 

 

With further theatre trips and events planned in the Autumn term, we are ensuring that we keep the Bard's 

memory alive! 

Staff Shakespearean selfies! Can you 

guess which Shakespearian characters 

these teachers are dressed up as? 
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 History 
Year 7 – Send them to the Tower! 

As part of their National Curriculum requirement on local history, Year 7 students have been investigating the 

Tower of London, its history, personalities and uses. Students have researched executions, fortifications and the 

armoury and then presented these to their classmates. Many of the best presentations have seen students use their 

own words, avoid reading from the screen and pose their own historical questions. Some examples can be seen 

in the pictures below. The students followed this up by investigating the murder of the Princes in the Tower and 

tried to sort through evidence from a wide variety of sources before coming to a conclusion.  

 

Students have also looked at some of the symbols that feature in the Tower of London, and used this to create 

their own new logos for Bishop Douglass School.  

 

All of this is building up to a field trip to the Tower of London itself on 12th July. The students will explore the 

White Tower, Crown Jewels and the medieval ramparts and try to uncover some of the mysteries of this 

celebrated royal palace and fortress.  

Earlier this term, the History department was given a chance to attend a World War One tour in France and 

Belgium. The trip, which was spread across 4-days, offered a fantastic enrichment opportunity to our Year 8 

students who have been learning about WW1 this term. Three students were selected to represent our school 

because of their enthusiasm and dedication to learning; Yui Utsugi  8F, Monique Hart and Lucas Lazar 8C.  

 

We departed on Sunday 13th March and spent our first night in Ashford, completing group activities in 

preparation for the next day when we travelled to Belgium. Upon our arrival, we travelled to key museums and 

memorial sites where students were asked to consider answers to key questions such as how is the 

commemoration of the German war dead different to that of British and empire soldiers, and what are the best 

ways to learn about the First World War? 

 

On Tuesday 15 March, we made our way to France. Here the students took part in tasks involving active 

learning by handling historical artefacts and attending interactive sessions.  

 

We returned back to school on Wednesday 16 March after laying wreaths at a commemorative ceremony. All 

in all, the tour was a fantastic opportunity for the History department and Yui, Monique and Lucas who 

represented our school community brilliantly. 
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 ICT 

This term saw the start of Year 7 coding club. Students have had the opportunity to look at a range of coding 

projects to suit the needs to different students. 

 

The first batch of BBC Microbit microchip computers have finally arrived and Coding club have been the first 

group to lay their hands on these circuits and to write their first programs using drag and drop coding. 

  

Year 8 and Year 9 Design and Code group also had the opportunity to make their own games in the Microbit 

during Wider Horizons week. Groups of 4 students worked with a budget to buy materials for their product and 

to sell it in front of a panel of judges. Congratulations to Jeamar Rose 9F, Andria Da Costa Correia 9C, Paul 

Nartey 9M and Domenico De Ninno 8C for their winning design. 
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 Maths 
Maths Challenges  

This term a number of year 7 and 8 pupils completed the UKMT Junior Maths Challenge. The UK Mathematics 

Trust (UKMT) runs the Maths Challenge which aims to advance the education of young people in mathematics, 

organising national mathematics competitions for 11-18 year old UK school pupils. It is the biggest maths 

competition in the UK and last academic year over 600,000 pupils from 4,000 schools took part. It is a prestigious 

award with international recognition.  

 

This year students at Bishop Douglass School achieved some fantastic results. Well done to the huge number of 

Year 7 and Year 8 pupils who received awards. However, there must be a special mention for Andrea Osawaru 

7C who received a gold award. Achieving a gold award is a very rare event, as Madame Brett stated, ‘In all my 

years of teaching, I have never known a Year 7 receive a Maths Challenge gold award.’ This is an exceptional 

achievement as Andrea achieved a very strong gold award, and as a result was invited to take part in the Kangaroo 

Challenge, the results of which we are eagerly awaiting. The whole school and, in particular, the Maths 

department are very proud of her.     
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 Maths 

Year  8     
  

    

  Elisha Chan 
  Silver   

  Wey Lee   Silver   

  Jaime Henao   Silver   

  Yui Utsugi   Silver   

  Zhibu Yang   
  Bronze 

  Alex Efstathiou   
  Bronze 

  Charlotte Arsene   
  Bronze 

  Domenico Deninno   
  Bronze 

  Jordan Shodeinde   
  Bronze 

  Michael Imomoh   
  Bronze 

  Jorja Harris noonan   
  Bronze 

Year  7           

  Andrea Osawaru Gold     

  Monique Jemmott Brown   Silver   

  Stella Win   Silver   

  Riyaz Hussain   Silver   

  Joshua Messetter   Silver   

  Jun Nabeshima   Silver   

  Vincent Solomon   Silver   

  Sebastian Burrows Da Vila     Bronze 

  Chinika Maccarthy     Bronze 

  Paul Cusack     Bronze 

  Rishabh Tiwari     Bronze 

  Salma Khnachar     Bronze 

Here are the names of the maths challenge winners. Well done to all of you and we hope to see 

more of you entering the maths challenges next academic year.  
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 Music 

The summer term has been a busy and fruitful term for both students and teachers. A wide variety of extra-

curricular activities have taken place alongside the completion of GCSE courses and the continuation of 

instrumental lessons. To reward the students for all their hard work a number of events were organised to 

showcase and celebrate the fantastic musical talent that Bishop Douglass School has to offer. 

 

Summer Music Festival  

21-23 June 2016  

 

This term the Music Department hosted a series of student-led concerts. Kicking off the event was the 

Gospel Choir concert. Performing outside, the choir performed a lively programme of upbeat music 

featuring beautifully performed solos by Chinika MacCarthy 7C and Ahunna Echemun 9F. 

 

This was followed by the Live Gig on Wednesday lunchtime. Throughout the year students have been 

attending Bishop Douglass Rock School and this concert gave students who had attended this to perform 

some of their latest work. The gig opened with a mash-up of two tracks, one by Ariana Grande and the 

second by Brenda Russell. This was composed by Elisha Chan 8C Tyri Dennis 8C, Shania Gordon 8F 

and Emmanuel Nyoni 8F. This was followed by the second mash-up of the afternoon with Ingrid 

Tancredi 10M and Sophie Hopwood 10M combining works by Justin Bieber and Lukas Graham. The 

concert concluded with a fantastic cover of Daft Punk’s ‘Get Lucky’ performed by Diana Pena 8M, 

Clifford Appiah 8M, Juliet Pareja Ramirez 8M, Shania Gordon 8F and Camille Gomes 8O. 

 

The final concert of the lunchtime series was held on Thursday and displayed some of the fantastic work 

which has taken place in piano lessons. Like all the concerts, a strong number of students and staff were 

present to hear a fantastic display of finger dexterity and highly sensitive playing. The concert featured 

students from across the school, all under the guidance of Mr Gaughran. Congratulations go to Yui Utsugi 

8F, Max Walczak 9F, Haruka Oshima 10M pictured below, Annie Yao 10O and Rika Murahira 

11W9. 
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 PE 
Message from Mr O’Brien 

This summer saw significant cross over with our traditional winter sports. Success in Year 10 

football meant games were played into April and the first Barnet girls Rugby tournament was also 

held in April.  For the students it meant, “Sport overload”, as we also began training for our 

Athletics league and Championship events.  

 

As we say goodbye to another term and indeed to 2015-16 school year, we cast our minds to August 

and look forward to welcoming continued success in the PE examinations. This means continuing 

with 100% A-C record Distinction and Distinction* levels in Sport and Exercise Science. 

Basketball 

Year 7 boys 

The Year 7 Basketball team started this year as they 

meant to go on with a convincing 22-8 victory 

against rivals Finchley Catholic to help them finish 

second place in the Barnet League and gain an 

automatic play-off place against Christ College.  

 

Final score Bishop Douglass victory 22-8.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 11 Girls  

 

The year 11 basketball team showcased their 

outstanding level of skills, techniques and tactics to 

secure the Barnet championship title for the 3rd  

consecutive year. The quality of performance was 

second to none with the girls showing excellent 

showmanship and sportsmanship. To top off an 

amazing season, they also finished top of the under 16 

Barnet tournament awarding them the title of Barnet 

Champions as a result they represented the borough in 

the London youth Games. They played against rivals in 

the neighbouring county successfully beating Bishop 

Stortford in Enfield. They progressed to the next round 

where they gave an excellent performance against 

Crieg City of Haringey however were defeated by the 

national champions.  

 

 

Congratulations Rhasea McCain 11W,  Rochelle 

Gordon-Blake 11W, Trisha Garing 11W, Jesse 

Towoa 11W and Jhinglyn Hermosura 11F

(Captain)  
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 PE 

Year 10 Girls  

 

The Year 10 basketball team have been an absolute 

pleasure showing great levels of enthusiasm and 

commitment. They showcased their excellent 

techniques coupled with an incredible sense of 

determination to outwit their opponents. They started 

off strong beating Copthall, they then had a nail 

biting game with Friern Barnet that they narrowly 

lost. They came back from the defeat to continue to 

win all of their games. They finished top of the table 

alongside Copthall, however due to only 1 basket in 

point’s difference we received the silver medal.  

 

Football  

 

Year 10 Boys 

 
(Joao Oliveira 10O is just about to score the Year 10s first 

penalty to help secure a 2 – 3 victory) 
 

Barnet League Plate - Semi Final 

 

Compton School v Bishop Douglass 

0-0 (BD Win 2 – 3 Penalties) 

 

The Year 10s continued their unbeaten run of games 

this year with a fantastic demonstration of football at 

its most aesthetically pleasing. The team were on top 

form the very first whistle and completely bossed the 

midfield with  Harvey, Tyrese, Kenneth and Dillon 

linking up with absolute ease. As the tackles  

 

 

continued to fly and rain  down upon us we just 

danced around the desperate lunges and stroked the 

ball around with purpose, flair and with an air of 

superiority.  Fortunately, for Compton they had luck 

on their side. A cross bar hit that almost snapped the 

bar from Joao and neat silky work from Kenneth 

almost had us 2-0 up. 

 

The second started as the first had finished. All the 

good stuff was coming from BD. 10 minutes from 

the end saw Compton start to offer any real threat. 

The referee called 10 minutes to go and all of a 

sudden nerves started to creep in. A few late tackles 

from the Compton team rattled our midfield and we 

allowed ourselves to lose the momentum. But they 

hadn’t reckoned with a resilient back line that 

included Matthew, Atto, Hermes, Mark and later on 

Ben. And of course there is the best GK in the 

Barnet league in Marcello who pulled off an 

amazing double save that would have been the 

highlight of any BBC Match of the Day slot. 

 

Alas, no goals but a fantastic display of football 

from BD. Despite being grateful to get to penalties, 

Compton threw it away with misses early on. Our 

boys, very determined to put things right, stepped up 

and slotted them away with ease. Celebrations at the 

end but a fantastic display of sportsmanship from 

George, whom, instead of joining in the 

celebrations, walked over to their team and offered 

condolences and shook each of their hand. Just like 

the team’s performance, pure class! 

(Mr O’Brien and his Year 10 team before the Plate 
Final KO against East Barnet) 
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 Science 

Biology Field Trip to Flatford Mill - June2016 

 

Some words from the students: 

“As a collective of eager biologists, we journeyed to Flatford Mill in Suffolk, home to a complex variety of wild 

life, to observe and understand the different faces of biodiversity. We spent a total of three days and two nights 

studying the characteristics of nature, its processes i.e. succession and some more professionally directed 

aspects such as botany (who doesn’t love counting plants, right?). Over the course of the trip, our tutor – Jo, 

introduced us to a range of new statistical techniques and biologically boggling vocabulary, such as 

‘phenotypic plasticity’.  

 

For most of us, a lot of the newly introduced techniques were foreign.  However, a lot of progress was made 

thus we were ALL able to learn something new, refreshing and valuable in application. 

 

We look forward to the content that the biological new year has to offer and thoroughly thank Jo for her 

approachable character and kindness; she has most definitely delivered an enjoyable entrance into our second 

year of A level study!” 

Tisloh Danboyi 12A, Kofi Sam 12A, and Patryk Sarna 12F 

 

A reply from Jo Harris, Education Team Leader, Flatford Mill – June 2016 

“I always try to work the diary at Flatford to make sure I am teaching Bishop Douglass, I always have high 

expectations and this year I certainly wasn’t disappointed.  I was met by interested (and interesting), thoughtful 

and hardworking students, who were a pleasure to teach and to talk to.  I often feel very privileged to work 

outside; immersing myself in nature and it is only improved by being able to share this with inquiring minds! 

Thanks for your beautiful card too, I have proudly showed it to everyone in order to prove that someone laughs 

at my bio jokes……..” 
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Sociology 

Peers in Schools Visit From Lord/Baroness Susan Garden of Frognal 

  

 

On 6th May 2016, Bishop Douglass School’s Sociology Department hosted a talk from a member of the House 

of Lords to encourage students to become more engaged with the political and parliamentary process.  Baroness 

Garden met with our Year 10 GCSE students for an hour to talk about the work and role of the House of Lords. 

This was followed by a question and answer session on various aspects of the parliamentary process and life at 

Westminster generally. 

 

The students were very interested in discovering more about how Baroness Garden had come to be a member of 

the House of Lords and what she had done in her life to lead her there. They were surprised at the vast number 

of policies and committees she has been involved in and were keen to ask her advice about how they could 

become more involved in politics. Both Mia Kemp 10O and Rhinelle Roberts-Nelson 10C stood out as the 

most informed and engaged students and asked very insightful and topical questions. Mia and Baroness Garden 

discussed the EU referendum and the different implications of the decision.  

 

Ms Goodman – Head of Sociology said, “This was a fantastic opportunity for our female students to interact 

with someone who knows the parliamentary system inside out, as it can sometimes seem far removed from their 

daily lives. It was particularly powerful as we had just been studying the underrepresentation of women in 

parliament”  

 

Baroness Garden also commented on the drive and ambition of our sixth form students, Mary Okpo 13S and 

Marthemilie Mpanzu 13S, who welcomed the Baroness Garden upon her arrival. They were very articulate and 

enthusiastic, both about their time at the school and their futures at university.  
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Term Dates 2016-2017 

N.B: All dates are correct at time of going to press. They are ALL subject to change.  

Key Dates Autumn Term 2016 
 

Inset Day – Tuesday 6th September 2016  
Sixth Form enrolment - Wednesday 7th September 2016  
Year 7 – Wednesday 7th September 2016  
All students back – Thursday 8th September 2016 

Bishop Douglass School 

Hamilton Road,  

London N2 0SQ 

Tel: 020 8444 5211 

Fax: 020 8444 0416 

Term dates for 2016/2017  
 
AUTUMN TERM 2016  
First Half: Tuesday, 6th September – Friday, 21st October  
Inset Day Tuesday 6th September  
Half-term: Monday, 24thOctober – Friday, 28th October  
Second Half: Monday, 31st October – Thursday, 22nd 

December  
SPRING TERM 2017  
First Half: Friday, 6th January – Friday, 10th February  
Inset Day Friday 6th January  
Half-term: Monday, 13th February – Friday, 17th February  
Second Half: Monday, 20th February – Friday, 31st March  
SUMMER TERM 2017  
First Half: Tuesday, 18th April – Friday, 26th May  
May Day: Monday, 1st May  
Half-term: Monday, 29th May – Friday, 2nd June  
Second Half: Monday, 5th June – Thursday, 20th July  

 


